
                                                                                                         No. 54 West 46th St. 
                                                                       N.Y. Nov. 24th 1884  
My dearest Harry, 
        I wasn’t satisfied to let the letter I mailed tonight count as a Sunday’s letter, for there 
was nothing pleasant in it and I didn’t want it to go unfinished, but was so busy today I didn’t 
have time to write as much as I had intended, and promised to write again tonight.  Perhaps it 
is as well to write an extra letter, & take a fresh start, for it seemed an impossibility for me to 
change the subject.  I cut my lesson short this afternoon in order to get home in time to finish 
and mail my letter before six o’clock.  I dont make a practice of cutting a lesson short, but I 
often stay over time, so I felt that for this once I might take a liberty and it wouldn’t do any 
harm.  After mailing your letter I got one from you in answer to the one I wrote last 
Wednesday.  I am so glad & so relieved to know that you understood my feelings, for as I felt so 
hurt & bitter towards Sue I didn’t know how you would take it.  I hardly know what to say about 
Sue’s letter.  It is even worse than you led me to suppose from what you wrote of it.  She is 
certainly unmerciful toward both of us, and it seems to me that she has been very unjust and 
very unkind, and it will be some time before I can forget it & get over it.  In fact it seems now to 
me that it will be almost impossible for me to feel toward her as I had hoped to.  Some how or 
other Sue and I have never been very congenial.  I felt all the time that she didn’t like me, (& I 
guess I used to say something to you to that effect) and tho’ I saw things in her to admire, I 
never had any very great fondness for her.  I have always been more drawn toward Mag and 
Carrie.  Since I have learned to know Mag I have become very fond of her, and have particularly 
admired her.  Carrie has always attracted & charmed me from the very beginning, but Sue & I 
couldn’t seem to come together.  I felt that we didn’t understand each other.  It hasn’t worried 
me before but lately I have hoped it might be different and hoped we might learn to know and 
love each other as sisters, but now I feel that this can never be, since Sue looks down on me 
with such contempt.  I feel badly that it is so, and wish she could feel satisfied about it.  I 
forgave all the jealous feeling which seemed only natural at first.  I felt it as keenly or more 
keenly than you did, but I tried to smooth it over to you, because I wanted every thing to be 
pleasant and wanted to prevent any trouble.  I hated to feel that I was the cause of any trouble 
between you and your own family, so when I found you were excited I determined to hide my 
feelings & pretend that I hadn’t noticed anything wrong because I didn’t want to make you any 
more desperate than you already were.  I wanted to smooth it all over and make as light of it as 
I could to keep you from doing, in a rash moment, what you might regret after it was too late to 
do anything about it.  I didn’t want them to feel that they were giving you up entirely & so I 
tried to keep you from writing anything that would make them feel badly.  I tho’t it was only a 
feeling they couldn’t help, never dreamed of their nursing all the hard feelings as they seem to 
have done.  I never dreamed of all the complications of the case, that Belle cared for you and 
that Sue had wanted you to marry Belle in spite of the difference in your ages.  But I suspected 
all this from what Sue said when she was here.  I was convinced of it beyond the shadow of a 
doubt when I rec’d your letters about it.  I dont know how you can say you are at sea about that 
matter.  You have admitted that you saw that it had been a scheme of Sue’s, and after all that 
has happened you’d be blind not to see it all clearly.  I am sorry for Belle but cant have the 
same respect for her I had before.  I hate to see anyone so weak as to give them selves away, 
let alone going to the family of the gentleman with complaints etc, no matter how intimate she 



& his sister had been.  If I had felt toward a brother of Em’s as Belle does toward you I wouldn’t 
have told her for all the world.  Em’s intimacy and mine have been life long, while Sue’s & 
Belle’s is comparatively a recent thing, & there is still less reason for it.  If they had been 
together & it had slipped out in some way it would not look quite so bad, but for her to write it 
all was peculiar, to say the least of it.  She may have confessed to Sue, before, how she felt.  It is 
a thing that is sometimes done, but is something I cant understand.  I dont know how any girl 
can tell any one that she loves a man before he has told her of his love.  If you had never 
spoken to me about your feelings for me I would never have told a soul of how I felt toward 
you.  I couldn’t have spoken of it while there was any doubt about it, and I couldn’t have been 
any more desperate than I was last summer, but I never told any one how I felt, and mamma 
and Jule only suspected that we cared for each other.  They didn’t dream how I was feeling & 
they dont know now how I felt during the summer.  Mamma has shown some surprise because 
I didn’t show more signs, for all they could judge by was that we were so very constant in our 
friendship and had proved, by the long friendship & uninterrupted correspondence, that we 
must think a good deal of each other, or it would not have gone on so long.  They only judged 
from this not by any other signs, and if Em had been here I wouldn’t have said anything to her.  
I think it shows a decided weakness for her a girl to parade her feelings about such things and I 
never think as much of girls who tell such things.  I know now why you closed the 
correspondence at once.  Of course under the circumstances, it couldn’t go on without doing 
harm.  Feeling as she does she ought to know that it wouldn’t be well for her, and if all my 
suspicions are correct she has acted in a very strange way.  Sue’s letter amused me in spite of 
all the other feelings I had, for she was so very inconsistent.  She wanted you to marry a girl 
who had had a college education, & said “I would have chosen a person with a highly cultivated 
mind for my only brother.”  She evidently dont think you are capable of choosing for yourself, & 
since she makes such a point of education etc, she must think herself in advance of you in that 
line for she does not think you know enough to choose a wife for yourself but is conceited 
enough to think her judgment and superior knowledge would enable her to guide you.  This 
view is slightly conceited I think, but if she had chosen someone with a “highly cultivated mind,” 
we must be mistaken about her having had a dream about you & Belle, for of course with her 
remarkable knowledge of every thing she surely cant mean that Belle is her ideal of a cultivated 
mind, and so you see poor Belle would have become “broken up” any way, and as long as she 
cant [ill.] be the one I dont suppose she’ll feel any worse about me that she would about this 
person (Sue had chosen) with a highly cultivated mind.  She would feel worse, for to have you & 
Sue both go back on her would have been too much & of the two evils (she would if she knew 
everything) consider the affair as it now stands as the least.  Now I dont mean to imply that I 
think Belle dont know any thing.  I dont think anything of this sort, neither do I mean to say that 
she [is] no better than I am, or knows less.  I dont feel so.  I think there is a great deal to admire 
in her, and I also think she knows more, a great deal more than I do.  I not only dont hesitate to 
admit it, but I cant say that I ever looked upon her as a person with a “highly cultivated mind,” 
and if Sue did mean that Belle was the “person” I have higher notions than she has after all, and 
will (if Belle proves to be the one she had in mind) hereafter consider her very modest in her 
ideas, and will think that she may in time look upon me a little more kindly, not that I ever 
expect or hope to reach even this modest idea of a “highly cultivated mind,” but in time she 
may possibly be so charitable as to make overlook a good deal, and will change her mind about 



my being an idiot, and will look at me as only a little below the ordinary ordinary, a little weak 
in the upper story, but not quite so dreadful a specimen as she had considered me[ill.] at first.  
Already you see she is trying to be charitable and it is so kind of her to say that she can, (after 
fighting a hard battle) see a few kind of half-way decent things about me, and says she will not 
notice the things she dont like.  Perhaps tho’, it means she will not notice me at all.  That looks 
probable.  She has taken so much interest and trouble in looking around for a wife for you, and 
I hope she has as devoted a friend who will arrange affairs for her, and save her the trouble of 
choosing a husband, tho’ perhaps she too would prove as ungrateful, and unappreciative as you 
have been, tho’ of course “that would be difficult.”  She would be capable consider herself 
capable of doing that for her sl self.  She knows so much more than you do, and it is absurd for 
us to consider it a parallel case.  She speaks as tho’ you were under great obligations to Belle, & 
I fail to see it in that light.  Of course I dont know what Belle has done for you, but I imagined 
the obligations were all on the other side, if there were any at all.  She thinks you might write 
one letter a month less to me for the sake of this “good friend.”  This good friend has been the 
cause of considerable trouble, and I certainly dont feel under any obligations to her.  I said I was 
willing to have you write and almost insisted on it, but I have changed my mind, and under the 
circumstances think you did right in clossing the correspondence.  It would be wrong to 
continue it the since her feelings for you are more than friendly.  I am not at all jealous & know 
it would not worry me but I dont think it would be well for her.  I haven’t any idea that it could 
hurt either of us, but since Sue has acted so I wouldn’t give in to her.  I told you in my other 
letter about the invitation they gave me to visit Madison in August, and I think it is mean to 
pretend that I came uninvited by any one except you, when they all invited me in a way I should 
consider cordial and sincere.  Of course all that part was meant for me, but she evidently didn’t 
consider that you could apply it to Belle as well as to me.  Probably Belle would like to have it go 
out in that way, as tho’ she too was an unwelcome guest.  We know of course that Sue didn’t 
mean Belle and that she was only giving me another dig, but she didn’t put her meaning very 
clearly, for one [ill.] who is so gifted with such a remarkable mind.  We could have guessed her 
meaning, but a stranger would have tho’t it was meant as much or more for Belle, since she 
was there for a longer visit and kept them from having you all to themselves longer than I did.  
Then she said “Although you may not realize it, you criticise.”  By the way she spelled it with a z 
– criticize must I copy her in that?  Of course I have spelled it wrong all my life & it will be hard 
to remember about it, but if I forget myself & spell it criticise you’ll forgive the slip I know & will 
believe I didn’t mean to & that I didn’t set my way against hers’, but I must be on my guard in 
writing to her (if I ever have occasion to use the word) to write it critizize criticize.  That z upset 
me so I got it in the wrong place & had to write the word again, but I must go on.  “You criticize 
things in us which you think perfectly proper in other girls.”  You tho’t this was an allusion to 
the night you were expecting Mr. Lee on the 11:30 train and Sue proposed to go with you to 
meet him, & you wanted her to change her dress for a dark woolen wool one and a family 
storm arose in consequence.  Was that meant for another dig at me because I used to wear my 
light dresses in the afternoon while I was at your house, & sometimes went riding with them? 
Well if it was, it makes me laugh.  I have heard them all say that Jule Wood & others, came up 
there and went around in any old dud, and seemed to think any thing was good enough for 
them, and such a country place.  They have even led me to understand that they had felt 
mortified and ashamed when any one say saw them, to say nothing of feeling it 



uncomplimentary to themselves. I I have never seen Jule Wood Stewart when she looked 
shabby but they have often spoken of her wearing only her old clothes when she visited at 
Madison.  I cant tell you how many times I have heard them speak about it, and I have always 
taken more pains to dress when I was there than I have ever done any place.  In Warwick I 
often wore the same dress all day & all evening.  Sometimes when we had company too, & I 
[ill.] wore my brown dress continuously for three days during my stay here, but at Madison I felt 
differently and as I had heard them say so much, & I had those dresses in my trunk anyway, I 
tho’t I might as well wear them.  I did it entirely for their sakes.  I shouldn’t have tho’t of doing 
any such thing to please you, because I know your dislike any such thing, and tho’t at the time 
that you probably tho’t less of me for doing it.  Not that I dressed so much or in anything that 
was out of place, but they were the best I had and it might look to you as tho’ I was trying to 
make the most of them and show off all I could, that is if you tho’t anything at all about it, but 
they evidently tho’t it was done for your benefit, and what she said, if she meant what you 
tho’t she did, was very funny, & didn’t make me mad at all.  The next thing was about her 
letters, and my effusive manner.  She informs you that she dont admire it & has no intention of 
adopting it.  Her remarks are somewhat uncalled for, at least just at present.  She needn’t get 
so excited, for I’m sure no one has even suggested it, much less asked her to copy my manner, 
and it would be as well for her to be calm until it has been suggested to her.  She said you 
remember “I know “The way you speak about writing is very slighting.  I have never missed 
more that two weeks, when Papa wrote and you dont seem to think my letters worth anything.  
You are constantly complaining because we dont write, while I always do.  I know you have 
never tho’t my letters very good ones, but it is not my nature to write in Effie’s style” etc.  
When I was hunting over your letter to read Sue your own words about your feelings toward 
Belle, she saw the letters, and asked, if I had rec’d “all those since you went West,[”] and I said 
“Yes.”  I saw no reason for keeping them from her[,] in fact never tho’t of trying to hide the pile 
out of sight, and after she had seen them & asked me I saw no reason for giving an evasive 
answer.  I saw at once that the pile looked pretty large to her, & tho’ she didn’t say much I 
knew that she was uncomfortable.  I saw no reason for this as long as you wrote to them as you 
had always done they had no right to complain.  When you neglected them & failed to write as 
you had done it was time enough for them to get worked up.  I dont think frequent letters in 
any other case would shock her as they seemed to in this case tho’ she assured me more than 
once that there wasn’t a trace of jealousy.  I only know of your missing the one week in your 
letters home and they had themselves to blame that time, so as long as they haven’t been 
neglected they oughtn’t to complain, especially since they have neglected you shamefully.  The 
following about the letters shows that the size of my pile of letters from you didn’t please her.  
“I think it is your duty to write every week to your parents.  They have done far more for you 
than you have any idea of ___ and it even continued through last winter” (I understand this hit) 
“and if you will write every day to a person who has done nothing for you, and neglect those 
who have made very great sacrifices for your sake, there is no manliness in you.”  That too 
seems to me rather uncalled for considering that you have been regular about writing (with the 
exception of one week) while with five of them to write to you you have had very few letters.  If 
they had done their part they would have very little reason to complain as you have done the 
same as you have always done, but as they have done so little themselves they surely have no 
reason to complain, but the whole secret of Sue’s being so inconsistent & unreasonable is 



because she is jealous.  It makes her mad to know that you write to me oftener than you do to 
them.  It is usually expected that engaged couples will write frequent letters when they are 
separated and as long as you do your duty to your family they have no right to complain, & if 
they fail in their duty to you they haven’t a right to complain if you are irregular about writing 
to them.  We [ill.] made every allowance for their first feelings and didn’t get mad as they might 
have done had they been in our places but we bore it all as patiently as they we could.  If there 
is any unpleasant feelings they have themselves to thank for it for they commenced the fuss & 
they can take the consequences.  They oughtn’t to say one word about neglect after the way 
they have treated you.  I wonder if they really think that you have ceased to love them, and 
think they are doing what will be likely to win you back.  They She had better wait till you have 
neglected them, and have given them reason to think that you cared less for your own family 
because you are engaged, before she makes such an accusation.  She says “I am very willing you 
should marry” (Oh yes, she acts so and I am so glad she is so willing.  She really seems rather 
anxious to have it so dont you think so) “but I cant see any reason why you should think less of 
your own family.”  Nobody else saw any reason for it, until they cut up so.  If they continue they 
will force a reason on you in spite of all you can do, and will make you think less of them against 
your will.  It is too bad that your letters to them have been so dull.  They must have been for 
only think you did not mention the two ladies and she got heard about them third hand.  I told 
Mag and she told Sue.  Now only think how unpardonable the omission was.  I cant blame her 
for getting mad abut that important piece of news, because she tells you so much, everything 
that happens at home and her letters are so very newsy if they are all like the one you sent me 
and she has a right to expect that you will tell her every thing in return for her delightful letters.  
I hope she told you that she saw Ed Bray here, & that she stood on the front stoop a few 
minutes in the evening, and that she forgot her overshoes the morning she left and had to 
come back for them, because if she failed to speak of all these important thing you ought to 
feel hurt because she gave you such very meagre accounts of her doings, and you never would 
have heard about things if I hadn’t told you.  It seems I give the news on both sides[,] that is all 
the important news.  Then my dear Harry you have committed another unpardonable offence, 
and one that she has a right to be provoked about.  She says “Another thing that I would speak 
of is the fact that you never mentioned my writing to Effie immediately.  I think it was your 
place to thank me for that.  It was no pleasant thing to do. You knew I didn’t care for Effie 
particularly, but suppose you didn’t realize that you were giving me the greatest 
disappointment I ever had” (I appreciated her writing and told you about it and asked you to 
say something about it and you must have done so, because what she says shows that she 
knew that you had heard of it from me.  It wasn’t only because she had told you so, but 
because she tho’t I had & tho’t you hadn’t said enough.  You ought to have shown the deepest 
gratitude to her for her condescension in doing what ordinary people usually do, only think of 
it.  You ought to have said some thing like this “I cannot find words to thank you sufficiently for 
writing so soon & so kindly to such an ignorant girl as Effie.  I know she is in every way your 
inferior and it was so good of you to notice her at all, let alone writing such a letter to her.  I 
know you are disappointed in my choice and I am very sorry to have made you unhappy, but 
love forced me to choose her.  I know she isn’t what you would have chosen for me and I am 
sorry that I couldn’t love a girl who knew something, but I do appreciate your kindness in trying 
to make the best of it.”  She said “I conquered this sufficiently to write cordially to her and we 



are good friends now” (are we?)  “I shall not notice the things I don like.”  (how kind of her) 
“This is not without a struggle, and I think deserving some appreciation.”  Her letter was 
appreciated until she went to work & spoiled the whole thing, & tho’ I believe it is usually 
considered the proper thing to do, and she didn’t do any more than most people do.  Jule wrote 
to you at once but I dont remember showing any great amount of gratitude.  I think I showed 
her that I was pleased but I certainly wasn’t “effusive” in my expression of thanks.  I think Jule is 
quite as well educated as Sue, and in spite of my ignorance loves me and it will be even more of 
a sacrifice for her to give me up when I have to leave home.  You wouldn’t live at home any 
way, so they cant feel any worse about it than mamma & Jule do.  They only feel badly because 
we will have to be separated, but their love is too unselfish to say one word against my doing 
what is for my happiness.  To be sure they haven’t so low an opinion of you as Sue has of me.  
On the contrary they love & admire & respect you, but they dont feel overjoyed by any means.  
Of course they are prejudiced and dont consider that you will marry beneath you, or marry a 
girl unworthy of you.  You know what I tho’t for I told you in my letter last Wednesday that I 
only hesitated for one reason, because we were not equally matched in education and I 
wondered if I had any right to allow my own feelings to influence me, if you couldn’t be happier 
with a girl whose mind was more like your own, but your letters took away all this hesitation 
and I have ceased to feel as I did.  I know you know me thoroughly and you know all about my 
mind etc.  You haven’t been deceived & haven’t been forced into it by any one or by any thing I 
have done or said.  It isn’t a hasty step.  You did it of your own free will, & with your eyes wide 
open, and have persuaded convinced me that you love me in spite of everything & can never 
change.  With me you can go thro’ any thing.  Without me would be miserable.  I feel the same 
toward you and if I doubted what you say about your love for me I would be unworthy of it.  It 
would show a terrible want of faith & confidence in you.  I suggested at the very beginning of 
our engagement that you had better think it over carefully & be sure you were not mistaken, 
and after all you said I cannot have any more doubts about you.  I believe you mean every word 
you say, and so I dont let the difference in education worry me as far as you are concerned, tho’ 
of course I cant help wishing that I had been able to learn more than I have done.  But to go 
back to mamma & Jule.  They are prejudiced and love me devotedly & so they cant see that 
there is anything one sided about it, and so they make a sacrifice which they feel fully as much 
as Sue does her’s.  In fact it will affect them more, but they dont tell me how grateful I ought to 
be to them.  Jule dont consider that her letter to you called for any great fuss.  I am sure you 
must have spoken of Sue’s letter to me, but probably knowing that she didn’t approve of an 
“effusive manner” you avoided any thing that might offend her.  She contradicted herself.  She 
said she didn’t admire that manner and a little later on she hauls you over the coals because 
you were not effusive.  She was slightly mixed in two or three places.  By the way how long is it 
since she began to cultivate “repose of manner.”  I have certainly noticed an effusive manner af 
in about her, about many things and as late as last summer have heard her almost rave with 
enthusiasm, about Belle for one thing.  I have certainly seen as much of it in her as I have in 
Carrie.  Until very lately, I didn’t notice it during her last visit here, & I did not notice it during 
our trip to Newburgh, but it must be a comparatively new idea, for you see she sometimes 
forgets herself and gets as excited as any one, and takes you to task because you were not 
effusive enough.  It is hard to know what she wants or how to please her.  She dislikes 
“effusiveness,” & yet she gets mad if you are not effusive in thanks to her for what she has 



done.  She “is not jealous,” she is jealous.  She “is willing to have you marry[,]” she is not willing 
to have you marry.  She wouldn’t “have chosen a person with a college education” & she had 
her mind on one who I’m sure hadn’t had a college education.  She has nothing against me, she 
has everything against or at least nothing for me, and so it goes all thro’ her letter.  It reminds 
me of the beginning of Dickens’ “Tale of Two Cities.”  It is years since I read it but I think the 
first or second page has a paragraph of contradictions.  It began so peculiarly it made a lasting 
impression on me.  “There were a Queen” (or a king I forget which) & then went on for some 
time, & I had to turn a page.  I was so astonished at that remarkable sentence I could not make 
up my mind to turn the page, for what followed hadn’t any marks of parenthesis and I couldn’t 
get it through me what was the matter.  It was evidently not a misprint, and I tho’t I must have 
read skipped a line somewhere in the part that followed, but found I had read it right, and gave 
up trying to understand it thinking that after all “were” wasn’t intentional[,] that was of course 
ought was meant, but when I turned the page I found that the end of the sentence made 
“were” all right.  I wonder if Dickens didn’t think himself very smart & funny when he began 
that book, but I am rather off the track am I not?  Do you think Sue would be flattered or 
otherwise to have me compare her to Dickens?  Would it be a happy thing to say that her style 
of writing reminded me of Dickens (of course I needn’t say in what way)[?]  Would it please her 
and make her think more kindly of me, or would it be an unfortunate speech?  I am very glad 
you sent the letter, for I would not want to be deceived in her, and learn to care for her if she 
feels so unkindly towards me.  If I care for her in as mild a way as I have always done it would 
not make me feel as badly as tho’ I was fond of her.  It would be absurd and untrue for me to 
pretend I dont care, for I care very much.  I wanted to be very near to your family and could feel 
so with all but Sue.  I felt that we didn’t understand each other, but tho’t that now everything 
would tend to make us do that, & I hoped, yes, and prayed, that we might understand and love 
each other, and I was prepared to do it.  I wanted to have everything pleasant & would have 
done almost anything to have had the feeling there is between Em & all Alfred’s family and 
between Minnie, and the Schencks, and several other cases I know of.  It is the way things 
ought to be, but they rarely are so – relations-in-law are too apt to be, if not at swords points, 
at least indifferent toward each other.  I had hoped that ours would be one of those rare cases, 
but I am sure now that this cannot be, at least as far as Sue is concerned.  Your father is the 
only one who has shown any of the feeling I should wish to see; your mother has done nothing 
to make me feel in any way unkindly toward her, and I feel sure she will never give me any 
reason to feel so.  I am sure she’ll be lovely even tho’ she wasn’t enthusiastic, & looked on the 
dark side of it all.  She didn’t say, or do any thing, that either of us could take exception to.  As I 
have told you before, Mag has been my favorite of the girls.  I saw more in her to admire.  
Carrie, I am very fond of, & enjoy being with her, but Mag seems to me to be more unselfish, 
and tho’ I care a great deal for them both, I think if there is any difference I love Mag most. I 
haven’t seen her since the worst part of the row began, but before that she was perfectly 
lovely.  Carrie has been here since then and I told you how I felt.  I wasn’t afraid of her, and yet I 
imagined that she was excited and we might not get along as well as I would like, not that we 
would have any words but I tho’t there might be an uncomfortable feeling that would keep us 
both a little stiff perhaps, but it wasn’t so.  Carrie was as nice as could be, and there is one thing 
about Carrie, she is sincere and with her one knows how the land [ill.] lies, & just how one 
stands, and I must say I admire such people, people who are not afraid to show how they feel.  



Carrie isn’t afraid to let people know when they are not in favor, and I believe we’ll always get 
along, for if she has got any thing to say she’ll say it and we can settle it.  I never have any 
trouble with people who are out-spoken; it has another advantage.  When Carrie is pleasant to 
people they can be sure she feels so, for she is perfectly sincere, and so when she was here I 
felt that she was all right.  It took less to convince me of her good feeling than it did with Sue & 
Mag because I knew Carrie wouldn’t act soto me if she didn’t feel so, simply because she tho’t 
she had to, and she said several things that did me lots of good, and she & Mag both have been 
lovely.  Sue has tried to be and all the time she was down on me, I hardly know whether to 
admire her show of kindly feelings if they were not real, for I hate and despises anything double 
faced, but I suppose she tho’t she could not do other wise & did it because she had to make this 
show of feeling, or else leave undone a thing that would look strange, and would be 
commented on, and as the thing was to be, and had to be, she might as well have the credit of 
doing the proper thing.  I cannot easily forgive her for that letter, tho’ I will never let her know 
that I have seen it, or know about it.  I have said that I despise anything that is double faced.  So 
I do, but I must play a double faced game with Sue as much as I hate it.  If things are not all right 
they must seem all right.  I cant bear to think of any unpleasantness at all, but since this feeling 
exists it cant be helped, but I hope that I will never so far forget myself as to have any 
disagreeable words or any fuss with your family.  I think family quarrels are disgraceful tho’ in 
the case of the quarrel with Cousin Watson I think it perfectly excusable, but in our case it must 
not be.  It cannot be.  I will not think hard of the others because Sue has written that letter.  It 
would not be fair to judge them by that, and I will still hope for all the same feelings to exist 
between myself & the others that I did before, and hope too that some time I will feel 
differently toward Sue.  I am going up to Madison to spend next Sunday, will go from Orange on 
Friday.  I feel sure that it will be better to go at once.  I cant help dreading it and will miss you 
terribly & I fear it will make me bluer than ever, but my dear Harry you may be sure of one 
thing.  There will be no row, for I am determined to do as I would have done if I had gone 
before I knew about Sue’s letter.  I will act toward her the same as I do toward the others and 
I’m sure every thing will be pleasant, & they need never know that I have heard a word about 
Sue’s letter, and if Sue can overcome her feelings toward me I shall not allow my self to be cool 
toward her.  I feel much better since I have written all this & relieved my mind, and I dont feel 
half as bitter toward Sue as I did at first.  Her letter upset me completely.  I felt as tho’ I couldn’t 
go to Madison, but now I feel differently and hope that after all everything will be all right.  I 
cannot tell you what I have suffered the last week and over.  The last part of last week and so 
far this week has been almost unendurable.  I have not been able to sleep much or eat much 
and the only times when I could get relief at all as when I was giving my lessons.  I have been 
beside myself.  I wanted to get away from myself but couldn’t, and I am too unhappy for 
anything.  When I commenced this letter I meant to have it very different, to hold everything in, 
but I couldn’t.  Forgive me for all I said, as I forgive you for misunderstanding me.  You have had 
too much to bear and I dont wonder that you complained when I didn’t write.  I cant blame you 
for having the blues when you had such a letter from your own sister.  Now I have been as bad, 
for writing as I have, and I’m not going to send this till I can get time for some thing decent to 
send with it.  It was commenced on Monday night and I was interrupted as usual.  Then this 
morning morning I went to Orange and didn’t get back till dinner time, & have been writing 
most of the eve.  Will finish tomorrow. 



Wed. A.M. 
      I feel so much better this morning.  I have not had any letter from you but perhaps it will 
come this afternoon.  Oh Harry dont be angry with me for all I have written in my last few 
letters.  You would not blame me if you could know how I have suffered.  I haven’t been myself.  
I had to hold in and hide my feelings to those around me and I simply couldn’t hold in another 
minute when I once began writing to you, tho’ I had intended to write you the news and not 
make you feel badly again, but that letter has almost made me sick.  It seemed so cruel.  It was 
more than I could bear patiently, and I wrote more than I ought to have done done, more that 
than I would have done if I had had time to calm down.  If had felt so happy and comfortable & 
tho’t every thing was coming out all right and just as I had longed to have it, and — well you 
know the rest.  I feel even now than I do wrong perhaps in sending this letter but my own 
darling Harry you will understand it wont you & make allowance for me?  I think perhaps it will 
be better to send it and show you what I have written, even tho’ I have said many things I might 
not say now.  I fear tho’ that if I  hadn’t relieved my mind I would still be feeling just as wicked 
as when I wrote all that.  This is already so long that I wont commence another sheet.  With 
more love than could be measured believe me with deepest devotion 
                         Effie. 
I wont even read this over.  If I should I dont think I’d send it, but think you ought to know how 
dreadful I am.  I needn’t say much about Sue when I am so hateful, but I dont pretend to be 
anything else, & will admit that I am too wicked to live, & dont deserve your love.  But I thank 
God for it every day.  I hope I wont lose any of it on account of this letter.  Am so sorry I 
couldn’t have written a pleasant letter to you Monday night & sent it Tuesday as I had 
intended.           
   Your penitent erring  
        Effie. 


